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Fast TCM Decoding: Phase Quantization And Integer Weighting
Frank Garden, Senior Member, IEEE, Michael D . Ross, Member IEEE, Brian T . Kopp, Student Member IEEE, and
William P . Osbome, Member IEEE
A bstract-TCM,
combining modulation and coding,
achieves coding gains over conventional uncoded
multilevel
modulation without the attendant
bandwidth expansion [%I. Since TCM was proposed
by Ungerboeck [2], [3], [4] substantial work has
been done in this area. A large portion of the TCM
work has been in the area of high-speed data
transmission over voice grade modems using
quadrature amplitude modulation, QAM 161, [7], 181,
[91.
AM, not having n constant envelope, is
unattractive for satellite communication channels
employing a TWT with its nonlinear behavior as the
power stage.
Additional work has been done in
utilizing M-ary PSK with TCM [lo],
1111, 1121,
[13], [14], [ E ] , [16].
Simulations by Taylor and
Chan [13] utilizing a 4-state convolutional code
demonstrated the coding gain of a rate 2/3 coded 8PSK modulation scheme.
Wilson et. al. [14]
obtained results for 16-PSK TCM using codes with 4
to 32 states and achieved coding gains of 3.5 to
4.8dB respectively, over 8-PSM and demonstrated
that small memory codes achieved encouragingly
good gains with simple design procedures.

performance of the QED is compared to that of an unquantized
maximum likelihood decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

where zi is a vector and denotes an element of the sequence 2,
and s is a vector element of the sequence Sm .
m:
It is computationally expedient, and mathematically
equivalent, to use the log-likelihood function -In[p(ZIS,)]
which may be summed, rather than probability density
functions which must be multiplied. The decoder would then
select sm to minimize:

Unlike maximum likelihood decoding of binary sequences
employing the Viterbi algorithm, which requires Hamming
distance calculations, ideal maximum likelihood decoding of
TGM requires real number Euclidean metric calculations,
which increases the complexity of the decoder and the
processing time. If t?is is to be avoided by obtaining the
metrics from lookup tables and employing integer arithmetic,
the received signal and the metrics must be quantized. This
work presents the use of phase quantization and integer weight
metrics in the decoding of TCM, specifically with 8-PSK
signalling and the 4-state code of Ungerboeck [31, [4] (Fig. 1,
2, and 3). The results show that a maximum likelihood decoder
can use simplified weights with very little penalty in
performance. The concept of integer weighting as a metric is
given theoretical justification and incorporated into a phase
quantized Euclidean decoder (QED). Extensive simulationsare
performed in order to compare the performance of the QED
using the optimal log-likelikhood metrics and several
suboptimal metrics, including integer weights. Finally, the

An ideal maximum likelihood decoder, receiving a TCM
sequence through a continuous channel, and employing the
Viterbi Algorithm [ll, makes decisions based on the
conditional probability density function p(ZISm) which
characterizes the channel. Here, 2 is the received noisy
sequence and S m is one of many possible transmitted
sequences. In the case of the memoryless channel, where the
effect of noise is independent from one symbol to the next, the
conditional probability density function of a sequence of length
L is calculated directly from the probability functions of the
individual elements of the sequence, that is:

L
-lnCp(ZISm)I =

C -In[p(zi ~smi)I

i= 1

(2)

In the case of an additive white Gaussian noise channel, the
L
log-likelihood function to be minimized is:
I z i - s d 12,
i=I
that is the Euclidean metric between 2 and Sm.
Equations (1) and (2) imply that the decoder must obtain a
metric (a log-likelihood or a weight derived from the loglikelihood) for every symbol in its alphabet each time a signal
vector is received. Time may be saved by obtaining the
metrics from lookup tables, however this requires that the
received signal be quantized in some way. It has already been
shown [lo] that when the in-phase and quadrature components
are quantized independently, performance can be made
arbitrarily close to that of an unquantized system by
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Fig. 1. 4-state 8-PSK system
specifying a sufficient number of quantization levels for each
component. However, the total number of quantization points
then becomes quite large. In fact, in the work of [lo], the
metrics were still calculated on line, even after quantization.
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Fig. 2. 8-PSK Signal Constellation.
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phase quantization of PSK signal vectors, with hardlimiting is
considered.
The term phase quantization is used here to main that each
received signal vector of a PSK sequence is quantized to the
nearest of a set of quantization points located at even intervals
on the circle of radius &as
shown in Fig. 4. The effect
on performance of this form of quantization with unquantized
metrics has been demonstrated for 8-PSK with 16,24, and 32
sectors, as well as for 16-PSK with 32, 48 and 64 sectors,
with 4-state codes [17], [18], [191. Here it was found that, for
8-PSK the performance difference between 16 sectors and 24
sectors was significant, while 32 sectors was only a slight
improvement over 24. The results for 16-PSK were similar,
with 48 sectors being significantly better than 32, and 64
sectors being only slightly better than 48. Later [21] similar
results were found with 8-PSK and an eight state code. The
performance of 24 sector 8-PSK was found to be within 0.6 dB
of unquantized. Parsons and Wilson [20] have shown that the
symmetric cutoff rate, Ro is optimized when the thresholds of
the quantization zones lie on the signal vector,s, unlike the
configurations discussed here. Fig. 5 presents a comparison of
Ro for the two cases (using 32 sector quantization) and the
numerical difference in the actual values of Ro is indeed very
slight. Hence the choice between the two quantization
threshold values has no effect on the overall quantizer decoder
combination. and does not detract from the utility of integer
weighting discussed in the following section.

10

IV. PROBABEXY CALCULATIONS AND WEIGHTING
FUNCTIONS

11

13
Fig. 3. 4-state 8-PSK Trellis Diagram.

With the discrete input, discrete output channel, the decoder
is to find the sequence which maximizes the sequence
likelihood function:

111. PHASE QUANTIZATION
When PSK is received through a noisy channel, both the
amplitude and phase of the received vector are used in making
maximum likelihood decisions. However, it is often of
interest to investigate the performance of systems which make
maximum likelihood decisions using phase information only,
as these systems are less complex in some applications. Also,
some form of quantization is necessary to make use of a
lookup table, as mentioned in the previous section. Therefore,

This is (1) except that the probability density fuinctions p are
replaced by the probabilities P,and Z indicates the sequence of
discrete outputs of the quantizer instead of the sequence of
continuous vectors from the Gaussian channel. As in the
general problem, it is desirable to have weights which the
decoder can sum along a sequence rather than probabilities (or
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Fig. 4. 24-sector 8-PSK signal constellation

probability densities) which must be multiplied. Suppose the
decoder is made to select the sequence S to minimize:

Fig. 5. RO for 32-sector phase quantized 8-PSK
with optimal spacing, and configuration of
kind shown in Fig. 4.
signal vector. PI41 is found by integrating the Gaussian
distribution over S4 as shown in Fig. 6:

L
P(2IS) = Cw(zi,smi)
i= 1

where w(zi,smi) is an appropriately chosen weighting function
or metric.
Such a decoder will yield maximum likelihood decisions
(with respect to the quantizer output) if and only if w(z,s)= a b In[P(zls )] where a is any real constant and b is any real
positive constant. It is of engineering interest to determine if
there are simpler weighting functions which, although
suboptimal, will yield acceptable degradation. Although the
lookup table allows any arbitrary set of weights to be used, the
use of simple weighting functions whose values can be
represented by a minimal number of bits will greatly facilitate
VLSI implementation. In any case, it is certain that w(z,s)
should decrease with P(z Is).
For a phase quantized system, the phase sector probabilities
are needed to determine the weighting function. Integrating the
phase probability density function requires double integration,
since all known forms of the density function include the Q()
function which exists only in integral form. Alternatively,
5
Sector probabilities may be obtained from PI@I = P O[$I~
$1 where $ J ~ is the phase of the unquantized signal received

Making a change of variables, the above double integral
reduces to the single integral:
n-6

P[4] =I2 2n Jexp

{-$ [

@+cosl3]"}
tan4

dl3

(6)

0
For the 8-PSK system of Fig. 1, and the 24-sector
quantization scheme of Fig. 4, the set of probabilities to be
calculated reduces to P(zdls0) for 0 5 d 5 6 , due to the
symmetries involved, and the fact that the outboard decision
eliminates symbol vectors removed from the received symbol
vector by more than six sectors. Let wd be the weight to
associate with a symbol vector removed from the received
vector by d sectors. Fig. 7 shows the log-likelihood function,
-In[P(z,ylso)]for 24-sector 8-PSK, calculated at Es/No = 1OdB.
As can be seen, the log-likelihood function is approximately
linear for 1 5 d 5 6, the region of interest to the decoder. This
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v. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

suggests that simple integer weighting, letting wd = d should
produce good results, and simulations show this is indeed the
case.

Reasonable candidates for wd include the following:

1. the log-likelihood function: wd = -In[P(z~lso)]
2. n-bit representation of the log-likelihood function

wd = nearest integer to

3. Euclidean metric: wd = lzd - sol2
4. Integer weighting: w d = d
All of the above weighting functions were tested through
simulation and found to yield results which differed only
slightly from the results obtained using the log-likelihood
function, which is the optimal weighting function.

Integer weighting is an effective and computationally
efficient means of implementing Viterbi decoding on a trellis
coded sequence of 8-PSK symbols. Use of %-sector phase
quantized 8-PSK with Euclidean metrics is found to result in a
degradation of approximately 0.- as compared $1 unquantized
8-PSK. When phase quantization is used, integer weights are
very nearly as good as log-likelihood weights, which are
optimal (for phase quantization), but much more complicated.
Fig. 8 shows the results. The 3-bit representation of the
log-likelihood function did not perform significantly worse
than the log-likelihood function itself, and the Euclidean
metric performed less than 0.05dB worse than the loglikelihood function. In principle, the log-likelihood function
depends on the S N R , however, the numerical value of the
weights varies little over the useful range of the: decoder, ie,
from 6dB to 12dB. In the results shown, the weights were
calculated for an S N R of Es/No = lOdB, and thein used for all
SNR's. The use of simple integer weights results in a
degradation of about 0.2 dB from the theoretically optimal loglikelihood weights, which shows that integer weighting is a
viable solution for fast TCM decoding.
PERFORMANCE OF 24-SECTOR
QUANTIZED 8-PSK WITH
RATE 2/3,4-STATE CODE
AND VARIOUS METRICS:
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Fig. 8. Bit error rate performance for variouis metrics.

Fig. 7. Log-likelihoods for 24-sector phase quantkarion.
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